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frequency range of 2 to 30 MHz. The method of study involves an 
analysis based upon solutions to the Lorentz Force Equation, the 
design and construction of an experimental system and apparatus for 
taking data in the framework of this theory, and the tabulation and 
analysis of the experimental results obtained from this system. 
The experimental work is carried out at reduced pres&ures, varying 
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Findings and Conclusions: Certain values of magnetic intensity are found 
to be optimum in the sense that their application allows a minimal 
degree of ionization to be maintained in the gas with the least 
magnitude of rf excitation. This is explained as the result of a 
resonance phenomenom whicl1 was predicted in the analysis. An ex-
tensive data mapping of these optimum magnetic intensity values 
throughout the range of excitation frequencies is given and compared 
with the theory. Reasonable agreement is found at the lower excita-
tion frequencies, but it is concluded that the theory is not adequate 
to predict conditions at the higher excitation frequencies. It is 
hoped that the results of this study may be of aid to those search-
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Ionization phenomena of various and sundry sort have been studied 
for many years. Sir J. J. Thomson in his Cond~ction of Electricity 
Through Gases (1928) (1) quotes references dating well back into the 
19th Century. This is understandable since such phenomena, generally 
speaking, exhibits striking effects. One finds literally reams of 
literature relating to detailed observations of the glow seen in gaseous 
discharge tubes, and I must admit that even after working with ioniza-
tion cells for a period of three years there still exists an aura of 
excitement at the instant in an experiment when the glow first appears. 
This area has long been very much the exclusive domain of the experimen-
tal physicist, but fortunately for the rest of us recent advances in 
technology, the exploration of space, and increasing concern with the 
conservation of the earth's dwindling sources of energy have all given 
the study of ionization phenomena a practical significance which it did 
not previously enjoy. With the promise of practical and economic 
benefits to be ultimately obtained, the engineer gains his excuse, and 
with luck, the money necessary for entering this exciting and extremely 
complicated field. 
rhis thesis attempts to present an engineering orientated study, 
for which the incentive came from fuel cell research, of the ionization 
properties of hydrogen in the presence of a relatively strong magneto-
static field with rf excitation. It cumulates in the presentation of an 
Optimum Magnetic Intensity Mapping of Hydrogen. Here, the optimum 
iii 
magnetic intensity is that vdue of applied magnetostatic field which 
allows a minimal degree of ionization to be continuously maintained in 
the gas with the least magnitude of rf excitation. The m~pping pre-
sented in Chapter V 9f this thesis covers the measurement of optimum 
magn,etic · intensity throughout the range of 2 to 30 ?1Hz in excitation 
frequencies as a function of the parameters pressure, applied voltage, 
and current through the ionization cell. All measurements were 
performed at reduced pressures, varying approximately from one to six 
millimeters of mercury. It is hoped that this information may aid in 
the conception of new and improved methods of energy conversion. 
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Townsend's Theory of Ionization 
Interest in ionization became strong.at about the turn of the 
century in connection with investigations into the basic structure of 
~atter. One of the earliest investigations, and one which set a 
pattern for the interpretation of results which is employed to this 
1 present day was reported by J •. S. Townsend in 1900. Townsend conducted 
his experiment with air in an evacuated glass tube at pressures of 
2 and 8 mm Hg in which P.arallel plane electrodes had been installed, 
somewhat as shown in Figure 1 below. Townsend observed that at these 
E 
c V O 
~ d 
X - ray 
Figure 1. Townsend's Experiment 
1 J. s. Townsend, Nature, 62:340 (1900). 
1 
2 
pressures and with applied electric intensities, V/d, up t9 about 10 
volts per centimeter, the total current measured was due to the electrons 
produced through ionization by· the X-rays. At greater applied electric 
intensities, Townsend observed that the current increased and he based 
his explanation of this phenomenon upon an argument of essentially the 
following nature. 
S~ppose that n electrons in moving a distance dx in the gas produce 
,J;: 
a ndx others, where a is a constant depending upon the applied electric 
intensity and pressure. 
Th.en, 
or 





n = Keo:x 
(1.1) 
(1.3) 
where e is the base of natural logarithms •. At x = 0, the number of 
electrons will be those produced by the X.,rays, say 
initial condition, Equation (3) is written 
o:x 






and the total number of electrons proc;luced in traveling the distance 
between the electrodes, d, will be: 




= ,-- (e04 -1). (1.5) 
The total number of electrons produced by the X-rays alone is obtained 
by setting a.= 0 in.the above. integral, in which case integration gives 
N' = n d 
.o 
and we ~ay combine Equation (5) and (6) to write: 
(L 6) 
N 1 ad N, = ad ( e - 1). (L 7) 
Now, assuming all of the carriers to have the same charge and travel 
with the same velocity, which would be the case for electrons in the 
absence of a space charge, Equation (7) may be written as 
i 1 ad 
= -..l ( e ~ 1). 
io u.u 
(1. 8) 
in terms of current. Townsend based his interpretations upon an 
equation of the form of (8) above. However, in more modern work it is 
customary to note that Equation (8) approaches the limit 
1.• • ad 
"' 1. e: 
0 
(1, 9) 
as the separation, d, between the electrodes becomes very small. As 
this is, of necessity (i.e., in order to obtain the desired degree of 
uniformity in the applied electric field), sufficiently close to the 
usual case in practice, most references 2 •3 •4 refer to Equation (9) as 
Townsend's equation. The constant a is called the Townsend ionization 
coefficient, or simply ionization coefficient. It is usually measured 
by varying the electrode spacing and pressure in such a manner as to 
maintain a constant ratio of electric intensity to pressure, E/P. 
3 
The ionization coefficient is then determined as the slope of the curve 
obtained by plotting the logarithm of the measured values of current 
versus the electrode spacing at a specified value of E/P. 
In a broad sense, Townsend's equation is generally considered to 
apply up to the point where the gas breaks down, although the equation 
2 M. A, Harri~on and R, Geballe, Phys.~·, 91:1 (1953). 
3 D. J, Roi,e, Phys. Rev,, 104:273 (1956). 
4n. J.DeBi.t.ett.o and L, H. Fisher, Phys . .&:.Y,,, 104:1213 (1956). 
4 
requires modification5 if the finer details are to be taken into 
account. Contemporary studies6 with crossed static electric and magnetic 
fields also follow this basic pattern, with the addition of a constant 
magnetic field to pressure ratio, H/P. Apparently, the Townsend 
equation with extensions and modifications can be used to accurately 
predict the point of breakdown, the so~called sparking potential, of 
7 
some gases. Basically, however, it is to be considered as an adequate 
description of phenomena observed prior to breakdown, 
The Franck and Hertz Experiment 
Another experiment of historical interest which has continued to 
influence the pattern of ionization research to the present day is that 
8 
performed with a triode gas tube by Franck and Hertz in 1914. These 
investigators constructed a triode gas tube filled with mercury vapor 
as shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 2. The vapor pressure in 
the tube and the distances between tube elements were adjusted so that 
the mean free path was considerably smaller than the distance between 
cathode and grid and somewhat greater than the distance between grid 
and anode. As shown in the figure; the grid was made slightly 
positive, e.g., 0.5 volts, with respect to the anode so as to produce 
5n. J. DeBitet ta and L. H. Fisher, Phys. Rev. , 104: 1213 ( 1956). 
6s. C. Haydon and A, G. Robertson, J?roc. 5th International Conf. 
on Ionization Phenomena in Gases, 75 (1961). 
7 D. J, DeBitetto and L. H. Fisher, J;>hys. Rev., 111:390 (1958). 
8 
J. Franck and G. Hertz, Phys. ili·, 16:12 (1914); Phys. Zeit.s, 
17:409 (1916); also discussion in H, E. White, Introduction to Atomic 
Spectra, McGraw-Hill (1934), p. 92, 
Cathode Griq I 
I 
Hg Vapor I 
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a negative potential gradient in the region between the grid and the 
anode. Then, for small values of V, few of the electrons emitted by g 
the cathode could reach the anode because the energy they had acquired 
in traversing the region between the cathode and grid was too low, 
consequently the anode current, i, was small. For large V, many p g 
more of the electrons were able to reach the anode due to the greater 
energy acquired in traveling between cathode and grid, consequently 
5 
. i was large, As the grid voltage, V, was increased, Franck and Hertz 
p g . 
measured a plate current, i , as shown in Figure 3, In the region p 
labeled Oto A on the curve, i increased as would be predicted on the p 
basis of the increasing energy acquired by the electrons. In the 
region labeled A to B. some of the electrons (i.e., those emitted from 
. the cathode with greater energy) had acquired sufficient energy to 
colHde inelastically with Hg i'ltoms near the grid, giving up all of 
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Figure 3. Sketch of the Measured Results of 
Franck and Hertz 
35 
their energy and consequently were unable to reach the anode, hence 
i decreased. In the region B to C the electrons acquired sufficient p 
energy after collision to reach the anode and i increased. In the p 
region C to D the .electrons have collided with the Hg atoms both well 
in front of the grid and tlien near it, consequently could not reach 
the anode ,and i again decreased. Throughout the remainder of the p 
curve the process described above was repeated with additional 
collisions in the region between cathode and grid. 
· The es~·entially constant potential difference between successive 
peaks of the curve demonstrated .that the Hg atoms absorbs energy only 
in.specifieq ~aunts. This potential difference is the amount of 
energy, in electron volts, required to raise a valence electron from 
the ground state to the next higher level and is c~lled the first 
excitation potential. A more refined apparatus than that employed by 
6 
7 
Franck and Hertz allows one to determine the energy required to com-
pletely strip an electron from a nudeus giv:Lng the first ionization 
potential. 9 Contemporary apparatus uses refined electrode systems such 
as electron-guns, e~c., but the principle remains the same as that 
employec;I. by Franck and Hertz. 
The Engineering Need for Further Studies 
in Ionization 
As stated previously, the experiments of Townsend and Franck and 
Hertz have set the basic pattern for the investigations :Lnto the nature 
of ionization phenomena which followed. Each of these is a collision 
experiment, however, the respective results apply to different realms 
in the subdivisions of matter. As determined by experiment, the 
Townsend ionization coefficient is essentially a macroscopic idea; it 
describes the pre-breakdown growth of ion formations in an aggregate 
of molecules constituting a gas. On the other hand, excitation and 
ionization potentials are microscopic in character, apply to single 
atoms and molecules, and are very closely related to atomic struct1..n:e. 
As evidenced by the references quoted up to this point, there is a 
wealth of Townsend ionization coefficient data available in the litera-
ture, apd virtually any physics handbook will give ionization and 
excitation potentials for the elements and many compounds. However, 
in the engineering considerations related to non-conventional and 
esoteric energy sources where ionized gases are involved, ionization 
data of a different nature may be desired. Here the concern may not 
9 See, for example, E. W, Rothe, et • .,§!!., Phys.~·, 125:582 (1962). 
8 
be primarily with the fundamental structure of matter, nor with condi-
tions leading up to breakdown in the gas, but rather with the problem 
of economically producing ions.in the gas at some steady rate in a 
specified environment. Of course, ionization potentials, Townsend 
coefficients, etc., should relate rather directly to this problem, but 
as this environment becomes more complicated it becomes increasingly 
more difficult to determine, the nature of such relations •. Almost 
invariably reactions with external force fields are involved and this 
would appear to place such considerations in the realm of that which is 
called plasma physics. Indeed, the general subject matter of plasma 
physics does treat the interactions of ionized gases with external 
force fields, especially electromagnetic fields, in great theoretical 
detail, but this treatment appears t9 be normally carried out largely 
neglecting any experimental necessity to excite the gas. Of course, 
this is natural in that the plasma physicist is usually treating, at 
least tacitly, aggregates of ionized particles which have been inadver-
tently created (i.e., so far as man's intentions are concerned) by 
the forces of nature. 
The ionization study to be discussed on the following pages of 
this report arose out of attempts to construct a gaseous fuel cell in 
which a magnetostatic field was to replace the electrolyte. This con-
sideration fixed both the gases to be investigated and the environment 
in which ionization was to be maintained. In the fuel cell application, 
' the gases of interest are hydrogen and oxygen. The simpler gas, hydro-
gen, was selected to initiate the study and the remainder of this paper 
will be devoted to the discussion of the findings with this gas. 
C;EIAPTER II 
ANALYSIS 
The Initial Aijsumptions and Solution 
of the Lorentz Force Equation 
From the published results 1 of mass spectrographic analysis of 
Linde commerical tank hydrogen, i.e., 99.6 per cent H2 , which is the 
gas employed in conducting this study, one must conclude that the 
hydrogen phenomena is intimately associated with the physics of the 
hydrogen molecule. '.L'he hydrogen molecule, considering that it is the 
. 2 
simplest ot all molecules, turns out to be remarkably complex. Con-
sequently, the quantl\m mechanics of the molecule has been discarded in 
an initial 4ttempt at analysis, using i,ts literature2 only as a guide 
to the type of ions to be expected, and taking resort to a qruch simpler 
· form of theory. This approach has severe limitations, of course, in 
that the simpler theory can never be completely, or for that matter 
even satisfactorily, descriptive; but it is hoped that the knowledge 
gained in continuing the analysis will eventually lead to the incorpora= 
1o. J. 13itetto and L. H. :Fisher, Phys. Rev., l,04:1213 (1956). 
"1~· 
2 .,. . 
E. Teller, z_. 'Physik, 61 :458 (1930): W. Hettler and F. London, 
~· Physik, 46:47 (1927), 47:835 (1928), 51:~05 (1929); $. c. Wang, 
Phys. Rev., 31:579 (11~2~8); A. S. Coolidge and H, M. James, J_. Chem. 
Phys., 1:825 (1933); C. A. Coub;on, Trans. Fa:(:"aday Soc., 33:1473 (1937); 
also, for an over-:all summary account, see J. c. Slater, Qu.\lntum Theory 
of Matter, 1951. 
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.tion of enough of the quantum mechanical ideas to build a s~fficiently 
descriptive theory. 
3 Starting with the conunon assumption that inelastic collision of 
charged 'with uncharged particles is the primary mechanism of ionization 
produced in a gas under.· the influence of an applied electric field, the 
motion of charged particles in an environment more or less approximating 
the physical conditions inside the ionization ceUs employed in this 
investigation will be studied. Neglecting the flow of gas through the 
cell, it is assumed that the motion of an average charged particle in 
the absence of any collisions will obey the Lorentz force equation, 
i,e., assuming non-relativistic motion 
. dV 
0 .9.. - - -
. dt = m (E + Vo x B) (2.1) 
where Eis the electric intensity, B is the magnetic intensity, and 
V .is the velocity of an average particle of mass m.and charge q. 
0 
Cons:i,.der the case where B is 1.miform, independent of time, and E is 
uniform and alternating with angular frequency w, 
(2.2) 
So long as non-relativistic motion is assumed, the effect of the induced 
magnetic intensity may be neglected with respect to that of the applied 
electric in~ensity since for a plane wave in free space the ratio 
J_ = clv 
V x B 
where c is the velocity of light and I~= v is the velocity of a 
3M. A. Harrison and R. Geballe, Phys. ~· , 91: 1 ( 1953); L. Gould 
and L. W. Roberts, ~ Breakdo~m .£.f Air l:E. Mic"J:"owave Frequencies, Micro-
wave Assoc., Inc,, MA~l (1955);L. Gould, NAVSHIPS INPEX NO. NE~lll616 (1956) 
charged particle under the influence of the fields. Resolve the 
eLectric intensity vector into components parallel and perpendicular 
to the applied magnetic intensity. Denoting the components, 
E parallel to Bas E11 , and 
E perpendicular to Bas E1, 
and substituting Equation 2.2 into Equation 2.1, the equation 
11 
dV .wt ~ = .9. (E eJ + V x B) = dt m o o .9. - .,.. m (Ell + E1 + VO x B) (2.3) 
is obtained. Guided by the knowledge that the equation 
dV .9. - -,..._= VxB dt m ' (2-4) 
..... 
where B is uniform, independent of time, has solution 
(2-5) 
where D = -q/m Bis the vector angular velocity, r 8 is the radius of 
gyration, and I O I == W , the frequency of gyration, assume a solution g 
to Equation (3) of the form 
Here, in general, the a' s are functions of time. Substituting Equation 
· 2.6 into Equation 2.3 one obtains the following set of E;imultaneous 
differential equations in time for the solution of the coefficients: 
a + j w c;lo = q/m 0 
+ j 2 q/m (2-7) al w a1 -wg a = 2 
a2 + j W a2 + a1 = 0 
D 1 . 4 . h f 1 e cro:i..:x g1.vf;:!s t e o lowing integrations for Eqµati,ons 2. 7, which, 
of course, may be readily checked by d:i,.rect substitution. 
Caae 1. w = 0 
'· :; 
Case 2. w cJ. 0 and w (:. w g 
a0 = -(q/m) j/t,JJ 
4J. L. Delcroix, Introduction.!:.£~ Theory of !onized Gases, 
Interscience Publishers, 1960, Chapter 5. · 
No constants of integration appear in these solutions due to the 
method of obtaining the complete solution. Deleroix derives a super-
position theorem c9nsidering Vas the total velocity of a particle 
~beyin.g the Lor_!ntz force equation,. l'l;len it is assumed that V = 
12 
V0 + Vi, wl;lere V0 .is the average veloc!_ty of a group of particles 1 all 
of cha~ge q and mass m. The velocity v1 is added to account for the 
particular particle in question. Delcroix breaks th:i,.s sys.tern.down into 
two vector differential equations, 
dV 
. 0 - s -dt - in (E + V 0. X B) 
dV · 
_l=sv xi 
dt m 1 
Initial conditions for a particular particle are contained in the 
integ:tration of this httet1 eq1,1ation. An estilllate of gas flow velocity 
based upon the hyd.raulics of the system is of the order of 10 meters 
per si;:cop.d·. As we shall see in Chapt1:1:r V, calcu~a ted particle 
velocities range frQm approximately 10 to 10 x 10 meters per second; 
and :i,t is believec;l that the important phenomena is assoc:lated with 
the highe:r; J?artich velocities. For this reason, it i.s ass1,1med that 
in~tial conditions may be neglected here. 
a2 = -(q/I11) I (w 2 - w2) g . 
w = w g 
a · = -(q/m) j/w 
0 
a1 = (q/2mw) (wt .., j) 
a2 = (q/2mw) jt 
The above form of analysis is extremely limited since among the 
many aspects of the phenomena which are neglected, no accounting is 
13 
made for the effects of pressure or c©llbion frequency. Nevertheless, 
much of the observed phenomena appears to be qualitatively deducible 
in terms of the solutions obtained above. This is discussed below in 
terms of Cases 1, 2, and 3 and related to the experimental data of 
Chapter v. Furthermore, it appears that, to a first-order approximation 
at least, the collision frequency (or mean free path) effects may be 
inserted into the calculations as an "afterthought." 
Development and Discussion of the 
Solutions for the Various Cases 
Case 1. (w = 0): For this case with static applied electric 
I, I 
intensity, from the solution for a, charged particles are uniformly 
0 
accelerated in the i 11 ~irection with opposite directions for electrons 
and positive ions. From the solution for a1 there is no motion in the 
direction of i 1• However, there is motiori. in the d;i.rection of E x B. 
Denoting this by VD, for drift velocity, 
14 
. 2 E1 x B (q/m) ~ . (2.8) 
U)g 
and since w8 • q/m I B j, Equation 2.8 may be written as 
,..... =.Ex B 
VD 2 (2.9) 
B 
. 2 ..... 
where - = B. B •. This velocity is independent of the quantity q/m B 
and will, therefore, be the same for both the electrons and ions. Then, 
if ionization is produced primarily by a collisioh process, it is seen 
that the application of E11 alone would require the same energy to 
maintain ionization as when there is no B applied because the motion is 
not affected by B in this case, If E1 a.lone were appU.ed, the movement 
of electrons and ions in the E x B direiction would, in general,. be in a 
direction parallel to the electrodes and, consequently, might not be so 
rapidly removed from the cell by the electrodes as in the usual case of 
no applied B~ For this reason the E1 orientation might require less 
applied E in order to maintain ionization in certain circumstances. 
However_, the static E ease is of lesser: interest in this investigation 
5 
since it is a generally accepted fact that ionization occurs much more 
readily under the influence of rf fields. 
Case 2. (UJ i 0, w i w ) : Thi1:1 is the case which is more generally 
·g I ,·I 
applicable to the meas4red data presented in Chapte:r: V of this report. 
. 6 Delcroix discusses this case in terms of tensor mobilities anc!. tensor 
coµdµctivities, bijt it appears to more aptly suit the purpose at hand 
5 See, for example, A .. B, Canibe'.l, Plasma Physics and Magnetofluid= 
Mechanics, McGraw~Hill (1963), p, 92. 
6 J. L. Delcroix, Introduction to the Theory of Ionized Gases, 
.Interscience Publishers (1960) Chap~r~ 
to avoid this nuisance by considering first Ell only anq next E1 only 
as the directions of appUed electric ;1..ntensity. 
-·(~)_Ell only: ';['he solution becomes: 
15 
(2, 10) 
There is movement in the E11 direction alone. Suppose there 
was no applied B, The Lorentz force equation becomes 
dv 
0 
...,...._ = dt (2.11) 
and integrating, the solution 
(2.12) 
h obtained. It is $.een that in the case of E;11 the applied 
B has no affect upon the .motion. Consequently, one would 
expect the same energy to be required ;i.n order to maintain 
.... 
ioni.zation as when no :a· i1;1 applied. The experimental evidence 
indicates th{:lt it is at least as difficult to ~aintain 
..,... 
ionizat:i,.on with E11 as when no B il;l applied, and perhaps the 
· application of » .renders ionization more difficult to perform. 
(b) E1 only: Thi1;1 :,;eprei;ents the normal orientation employed 
throughout the study and is experimentally found. to be that 




Now, if wg 2 >> uP ~ then .Equatio11s · 2.1.'.3 become 
2 
v1 == j w/w (q/m) El g 
-
(q/m/ E;l x B E x B VD ~ "" (2.14) 2 2 
wg -B 
2 2 On the othe~ hand, if w << W, then Equation~ 2.13 become g 
V ~ -j/w (q/m) E1 1 . .... 
~ 2 E;l x B 
VD :::= - (q/m) 
w2 
(2. 15) 
Now, from a cc;maideration · of the literatur·e 7 of the hydrogen molecule, 
it may be presumed that three types of charged particles are present in 
the cell when.ionization is taking place; namely~ the~e are negative 
electrons e, positively ionized hydrogen qtoms H+, and singly ionized 
hydrogen molecules H+. In addition, there is the reaction H2+ + H2 ~ 
+ . H3 +. H which frequently occurs between a slow molecular ion and the 
+ hydrogen molecule, so that H3 may also be present, The angular 
fFequency of gyration, w8 , for all particles ~s given by the equation 
7 E. Teller, z_. Pln7si~, 61:458 (1930): w. Hettler arid F. London, 
,g. Ph;xsik, 46:47 (1927)~ 47:835 (1928), 51:805 (1929); s. C. Wang, 
Phys. Rev., 31:~79 (1928); A. s. Coolidge and H. M. James, I·~· 
Phis,, 1:825 (1~33); c. A. Coulson, Trans. Faraday.§.££., 33:1473 (1937); 
also. fof an over-all sununary account, see J. c. Slater, Q.yantum Theory 
of Matter, 1951. 
-,- I. 
w = q/m Ii I g 
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(2.16) 
· Upon substitution of the applicable valuE1s for q and m, Equation 2.16 
becomes: 
Qr 
(1) for an electron, e: 
w • l7.6 x 104 Ii (kg)I mega~radian/sec., 
ge 
£ = 28 I B (kg)j GH ge z 
(t.i) for H+: 
(iii) 
w + = 9.6 Ii (kg)j mega-radian/sec., gH 
f + = gH 1.53 Ii (kg)/ M:H?; 
~nd for + H2 : 
f +.:. 
gH2 






From Equation 2.17 it is seen that Equations 2.14 should always hold 
for the electron throughout the frequency range of this investigation. 
However, a1:1 B and the frequency are varied, conditions for the ions 
+ + . H and H2 . will range through Equations 2.13 to 2.15, with the "exact" 
Equations 2.13 being the more generally applicable. From Equations 
2.13 (approximations 2.14 and 2.15 also give the same result); the ratio 
of magnitude of drift to perpendicular veloGities is found to be 
(2.22) 
Upon substitution pf the applicable values for q and m, Equation 2.22 
may be written: 
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(iv) ;for e; 
~
. 4 . 
.,;..D.2.8xl0 jB(k)j 
vl . . f (MHz) g ' (2.23) 
(v) . +. for H : 
=; f · ~i.i~\ · Ii Ckg)I , 
v1 + . z 
H 
+ (vi) and for JI2 ; 




Reference to the experimental data (presented in Chapter V) 
shows I B I values ranging from approximately O. 6 to 5 kilogauss and 
f (MHz) ranging from 2 to 30. Then, the minimum ratio for an electron, 
- - 4 3 I v0 /v1 I , ranges from approximately 10 to 10 ; and it is concluded that 
·-Vp, within the attending assumptions in its derivation, should be the 
ruling velocity so far as concerns electronf? (ratio of diameter to 
spacing of the electrodes in the c~ll is appro;ximately 10). This is 
not,. however, the case with the ions H+ and H2+. As seen by Equations 
2. 24 a.1,1d 2. 25, the frequenc:i,es and. 1:1,pplied magnetic intensities employed 
in the experimental investigation are of such magnitudes as to 
sensit:i.veb aUect tn.e I vD/vl I rat:i,os for the ions .. On this basis, one 
~ould. predict that observed pheno111ena which :i,s essentially independent 
of ;frequency and magnetic intensity must pe due to an electron-atom, 
and/or molecule coll:l,.sion mechanisll'I, whih that pheno111ena which is 
19 
~ensitive to variations in frequency and/or ma~netj.c intensity must be 
the ;result .of an ion-atom, and/or molecule collision mechanbm, 
Again, tefer to Chapter V, It is noted that tqe data for the lower 
values Qf optimum magnetic intensity is essentially independent of 
frequ¢ncy and is nearly constant in magnetic intensity. Further, an 
.effect not ~xplained by this simple theory, this data is essentially 
. constant with respect to mass flow and cell pressure. One co)lcludes 
that this da~a perhaps represents the effect of an electron-atom, 
· molecule collision. mechanism and that the collision frequency for 
ele~trons may tend to remain .constant over the range of pressures 
employed. On the other hand, the dat~ for higher values of optimum 
magnetic intensity v.ar.ies radically with both frequency and pressure; 
magnetic intensity is no longer an euential constant;. '.['hen, one 
CQncludes that this data probably repr~sents the result of an ion-
atolll, molecule colliE!ion mechanism and that the collision frequency 
for ions is likely more affected by the pressure. 
Case 3. (w ~ w ): This is the condition of gyromagnetic 
------------s . 
Equ~tion 2.lJ would i~dicate infinite perpendicular and 
drift velo~ities for this condition; but, ~oing back to the solutions 
for the a 1s determineq for the special case of resonance, one finds 
· that this is not strictly true. 
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(a) E11 qnly: The solutions become; 
(b) 
(2.26) 
and nQ effect is observ~d due to the applied B. As a matter 
of fact, Equat;:ions 2.26 are identical tp Equations i.10, this 
cau when w i- wg' so that one w<;>uld predict no gyromagnetic 
resonance effects when the electric intensity is applied in 
the parallel direction. 
El only: The solutions become: 
...,. 
vu = 0 
vl = q/2wn (wt .. j) El (Z. 27) 
VO = .. j (q/m) 
2 
t/2w i :x: B 
1p.nq it is observed that the velocitie1;1 become infinite only 
as t approaches infinity. Jn cases wpere particle and/or 
i 
other collisions do not;: severely limit the growth of these 
velocity components with time, relativistic effects would soon 
become important thereby nullifying the initial assumptions 
in this analysis. 
CHAPTER J;II 
EXPERIMENTAL S¥STEM AND ~QUIPMENT 
The General Natu~e of the Experimental System 
The geDeral nature of ~he experimental system is illustrated in 
the °Qloc~ diE!.gram of Figure 4. Linde commerical tank hydrogen is 
inletted into the. system as shown at the bottom of the figure. The gas 
passes through a mass flow transducer for a measurement of ll)ass flow 
(Hastings model LF-~00 Mass Flow Meter) op to a servo-driven variable 
hak (Granville Phi~lips Series 213). The variable leak is controlled 
so as tq maintain constant pressure in the system by means o( a 
GranviUe PhiUips Comp.any Automatic J?ressure Controller with. its feed-
back loqp connected to a modifieq. Pirani Gauge (Consolidated Vacuum 
Corpor&t;:i.on tyi:ie GP-110). From the variable leak, the gas flows into 
the cell, which contains the electrodes for producing ionization,. and 
then on to the vacuum pump (Welch Scientific Company Model 1397) from 
which it is exhausted into the outer atmosphere. Gauge tubes No, 3 
ai;i.d 4 are symmetrically located at approximately 18 inches, respectively, 
from the outlet ~md inlet to the cellr The mean of these two gauge 
tube readings, as :i.pdicated by the vacuum gauge (llastings type VT-4 
andJor type V'l'-6), is taken to be the pressure inside the cell. The 
functiop of g,;1uge tube No. 1 apd its assodated vacuum gauge (Hastings 












































Figure 4. Block Dic:+gram of the Experimental Setup 
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As shown in the diagram, the cell is located between the pole 
pieces of an electromagnet (Ha~vey-Wells Corporation Model L-76V), the 
magnetic intensity of which can be varied by means of varying the out-
put current of the magnet power supply (Harvey-Wells Corporation Model 
UR1050). The electromagnet is calibrated for the applicable gap by 
means of a Radio Frequency ~aboratories Model 1295A Gaussmeter. 
In the early stages of the study an E, F. Johnson Company Viking 
II amateur transmitter was employed as the rf supply and is referred to 
in this paper as the "old rf supply." However, due to its limitations, 
it was replaced by the combination of a Technical Material Corporation 
PA.L-lKW Linear Amplifier and a Hewlett-Packard Company ~odel 606A HF 
Sign\al Generator. Thi.s combination gives continuous coverage of the 2 
ta 32 MH frequency range with continuously variable 01,.1tput up to one 
z 
KW maximum. From the transmitter, the rf power is fed through a coaxial 
cable to the electrodes of the cell, Samples of the rf voltage applied 
to the electrodes and rf current through the cell are picked up through 
rf probes and displayed on a dual-trace oscilliscope. A camera may be 
used to record the oscilloscope traces of voltage and current. 
A photograph of the system described above is shown in Figure Sa. 
From left to right the equipment shown: dual-trace oscilloscope with 
camera; magnet with cell in place and magnet power supply immediately 
below, Hastings vacuum gaugei:i, gauge tube switch gear., variable leak, 
and mass flow transducer are mounted· in the black rack; the 1 arger'. 
cabinet in front of the black rack is the automatic pressure controller, 
the smaller cabinet on top is the mass flow meter, and the other cabinet 
on top is the Pirani gauge; and the rf power source is shown adjacent 
to the table in the extreme right of the picture. A close-up of a 
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Figure Sa. Photograph of the Over-All System 
Figure Sb. Cell in Operation 
Figure 5. Photographs of the Experimental System 
"typical" eel~ "(the aluminum cell with secondary electrodes discussed 
in the following paragraph) in operation is shown in Figure Sb-. 
Evolution of the Ionization Cell 
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The ionization cells passed through several stages of development 
before satisfactory cells were produced. The difficulties inherent in 
the design were manifold, but were chiefly concerned with the problem 
of obtaining a suitable combination of electrical and mechanical 
properties along with the capability of maintaining the required vacuum. 
The dimensions and properties of the Harvey-Wells Corporation electro-
magnet used in the study necessarily limited the geometry of the ioniza-
tion cells employed. The pole faces are 6~ inches in diameter which 
means that the dimensions of the cell must be somewhat less than this 
in order to obtain the desired uniformity of field. Also, for this 
same reason it is essential that the cells be constructed entirely of 
non-ferrous materials. As can be seen by referring to Figure 85, in 
the Appendix, pole gaps of the order of 3~ inches allow the magnet to 
attain a magnetic intensity in the vicinity of 5 kilogauss, consequently 
this dimension was taken as an approximate parameter. When vacuum joints 
and fittings are taken into account~ this selection restricts the 
electrodes in a symmetrical plane electrode geometry to circular discs 
of approximately 1 3/4 inches in diameter. This in turn limits the 
electrode Spacing to something of the order of 0.2 inch, or less, in 
order to obtain a reasonable degree of uniformity in the applied electric 
field. 
Cell bodies of plexiglass were tried early in the study. The 
appearance and construction of one of these cells is shown in the two 
,. Figure 6a . Assembled Cell 
Figure 6b. Disass embled Cell 
Figure 6. Photographs of an Early Model 
Plexiglass -Bodied Ionization Cell 
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photographs of Figure 6. This form of design proved to be unuseable 
for several reasons. First, as shown in the photographs, the electrodes 
were balanced fed which led to a severe balance to unbalance transfor-
mation problem in operating the cell. ijowever, this defect was not so 
apparent at this stage of the study because the plexiglass cell bodies 
failed so rapidly in operation due to the heat generated inside the 
cell with ionization taking place that its full effect was not realized. 
Another defect in this design was the use of "O" :rings to obtain the 
vacuum seal, as shown in the photograph of Figure 6 b. While these 
were totally satisfactory for the purpose of obtaining the seal, the 
"O" rings, being compressible, made it virtually impossible to either 
maintain a precise positioning of the electrodes or to determine 
accurately the spacing after assembly. The immediate problem being the 
failure of the plexiglass cell bodies to withstand the heat of operation, 
it was decided to construct the cell body from teflon. The previous 
electrode dimensions and material (approximately 1.70 inch diameter 
brass discs) were retained, as was the balanced feed geometry, but the 
"O" ring seals were discarded. Instead, the mating surfaces were 
tediously ground together with rottenstone (decomposed siliceous lime-
stone) and water to form a vacuum tight joint. Although this procedure 
required considerable painstaking effort, the results proved superior 
in operation in every way to the use of the "O" rings. This cell, 
ref err eel to elsewhere in this paper as the "old teflon cell", is shown 
in the two photographs of Figure 7. lt proved to be wholly satisfactory 
from the mechanical standpoint, but left much to be desired in the way 
of electrical design. The principal source of electrical difficulties 
. r .. 
in the design was the balanced feed geometry, The radiation from 
Figure 7a. Assembled Cell 
Figure 7b. Disassembled Cell 
Figure 7. Photographs of the Old Teflon Cell, 




unbalanced currents on the parallel two-wire transmission line feeding 
the cell was so severe as to preclude data taking at frequencies above 
7 MH • An air-core balun transformer was constructed an<;l found to 
z 
satisfactorily reduce the stray radiation from the transmission line, 
but its use prevented the direct measurement of the phase relationship 
between the applied voltage and through the cell. Consequently, the 
next step in cell development was to redesign so as to have coaxial 
rf connections to the cell, thereby eliminating the parallel two-wire 
line. 
The cell resulting from the modification of the "old teflon cell" 
to incorporate coaxial rf connections is shown in the exploded view of 
Figure 8. The dimensions of this cell, hereafter referred to as the 
"teflon ceU", are shown in the shop drawing of Figure 9. The 
secondary electrodes for sampling drift components of current, as 
discussed in the following chapter, were added to the cell at this stage 
of evolution. The primary electrodes were, as in the previous cells, 
1.70 inch diameter brass discs. The teflon cell,. as shown in 
Figures 8 and 9 and also in the photograph of Figure 34 in the following 
chapter, was the first reasonably successful ionization cell produced 
during the study. J;ts use figured prominently in the conceptive stages 
of the experimental study; however, there were still troublesome 
deficiencies in the electrical design. The "open" nature of the design 
did not offer complete rf shielding so that again there was trouble 
from stray rf currents at the higher frequencies, say 15 MH and 
. z : 
above. This difficulty was eliminated at last in the final stage of 
development which resulted in the aluminum-bodies cell, hereafter 




















parts are teflon 
e,ccept as noted 
nut 
Figure 8. An Exploded View of the Teflon Cell 
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Other parts are teflon. 
Figure 9. Shop Drawing of the Teflon Cell 
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Figure 10. Shop Drawing of the Aluminum Cell 
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Figure 10. In addition to totally enclosing the cell within an 
aluminum shell, this design offers the additional feature of a guard 
ring structure around the electrodes which insures a greater uniformity 
in the applied electric intensity. The construction of the insulating 
parts, which also must function as vacuum seals, around the electrodes 
in this cell constituted something of a problem. Teflon was tried 
initially, but it was difficult to machine the parts so as to obtain 
the essential vacuum tightness. Furthermore, this material had a 
tendency to break down.in the intense field regions inside the cell, 
especially around the guard ring structure, and cause severe etching 
of electrodes and cell body. After some experimentation, a casting 
resin (Emerson & Cuming, Inc. Stycast 2662) was found to offer a 
satisfactory solution. Two of the aluminurn~bodied cells were 
constructed to almost identical dimensions, except that one of these 
carried secondary electrodes similar to those of the teflon cell shown 
in Figure 8, while the other one did not have these additional 
electrodes. The primary electrodes were, in all of the above cell 
designs, 1.70 inch diameter discs of brass and the spacing between 
electrodes varied, as listed in Chapter V, from approximately 2 to 
6 millimeters. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENER.Al,. NATURE OF THE OBSERVED PHENOMENA 
General Experimental Observations 
Certain effe,:ts are observed f:lxperimentally with hydrogen in the 
system and the cell in operation •. These are as follows: 
(a) In. general, the rf energy availabh is not sufficient to 
produce de~onization glow (and consequently ionization or 
excitation) with no static magnetic field applied. 
(b) Application of the magnetic.· field in a direction parallel 
to the rf electric field has no apparent effect, but 
application in _the perpendicular direction has the 
stri~ing effect des~ribed below. 
(c) With-the rf field applied and applying the static magnetic 
f;i.eld in the perpe:indicular direction, one observes a 
value of magnetic field intensity at which a glow appears 
in the window of the cell, Increasing the magnetic 
intensity while holding the rf voltage fixed will cause 
the glow to become more intense to a point, after 
which further increasing.the magnetic field causes the 
glow to become increasingly faint until it is finally 
extinguished. Within the range of the magnet's 
capabUity ~ further increasing the magnetic intensity 
causes the glow to appear again with the above observations 
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being repeated. Values of applied magnetic field such 
that glow intensity is a maximum for a fixed rf field 
will hereafter be referred to as the optimum magnetic 
field intensity. 
(d) As the rf electric field intensity is varied, the values 
of optimum magnetic field intensity will shift somewhat 
but are quite evident so long as the glow is maintained. 
Uq.der .the condition of the minimum rf field intensity which 
will maintain a steady glow, current and voltage traces 
as viewed on the oscilloscope are essentially sinusoidal 
and displaced· in phase by 90 degrees. A photograph of 
typical traces under these conditions is shown in Figure 
11 (photograph shown was taken at f = 3.5 MR, MF= 30 
z 
std, cc/min., 5 = 0.85 Kg). As the output of the rf 
source is increased, the glow becomes more and more 
intense, and the current trace becomes nonsinusoidal as 
shown in the photograph of Figure 12. As shown, the 
voltage waveform remains sinm~oidal under l;>oth conditions. 
As a consequence of these observations, an experimental mapping of 
the optimum magnetic field under the condition of a minimum steady de-
ionization glow (i, e., ideally, minimum rf applied electric intensity 
required to maintain ionization) as a function of pressure, magnetic 
intensity, applied rf voltage, and applied electric intensity was 
initiated. The results of this undertaking are presented in detail in 
the following chapter of this paper. 
Figure 11. Typical Oscilloscope Traces with 
Cell Opera ting Und er the Condition 
of Minimum Deionization Glow 
Figure 12. Typic a l Oscilloscope Traces with 
Cell Opera ting Und er the Condition 
of Intens e Deionizat i on Glow 
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Essential Nature of the Measured Data 
The essential nature of the measured data is displayed in the 
three~dimensional plot of Figure 13 .. Figure 13 shows a three-dimen-
si9nal plot of the electric intensity values versus optimum magnetic 
intensity and the cell pressure. The measured current through the 
cell is also shown. Due to its essentially total reactive character, 
hereafter the cell current in this measurement will be referred to as 
the charging current. Now as viewed in Figure 13~ the electric 
intensity and charging current values lie in planes of intersection 
defined by curves of cell pressure versus optimum magnetic intensity. 
These curves can and probably should be idealized by straight lines. 
Figure 14 shows such an idealization of the cell pressure versus 
optimum magnetic intensity data given in Figure 13, Along each of 
these lines a new variable has been defined; y1 along the line of 
lower optimum magnetic intensity values and y2 along the line of 
37 
higher optimum magnetic intensity values. Note that the same linear 
scale has been picked for y1 and y2 as is used in plotting magnetic 
intensity and pressure, and the zero pressure axis has been selected as 
the reference for defining y1, y2 equal to zero. Although little use 
of this technique is made in this paper, one can easily convert the 
scaie of they-values to either optimum magnetic intensity or cell 
pressure readings by writing the equations for they-lines. For 
example, in th·e case at hand one finds by graphical analysis: 
(a) Along the y1 line: 
B (Kg)= 0.52 + 0.43 y1 
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Figure 14. A Plot of Cell Pressure Ven:us Optimum Magnetic 
Field for Hydrogen at 7 MH Defining· the yl. 





(b) Along the y2 line: 
B (Kg) = 1.50 + 0.45 Y2 (4.3) 
p (mm. Hg . ) = 0 . 9 0 y 2 (4.4) 
Then it appears that the three-dimensional nature of the measured, as 
well as calculated, data can be better displayed on two-dimensional 
charts by plotting values relative to the lower optimum magnetic 
intensity versus y1 and values relative to the higher magnetic intensity 
versus y2 • Then equations like Equatiqns 4.1 through 4.4 above can be 
employed to translate specific y values into magnetic ~ntensity and 
pressure. Figure 15 shows such a plot of electric intensity and 
charging current versus y1• Nqte that if these values were plotted 
against the magnetic field intensity, all points would fall nearly 
together. On the other hand, a plot versus pressure would be pearly 
equivalent to the graph shown. Again, a plot versus mass flow results 
in a nonlinear distortion of the abscissa due to the nonlinear relation 
between mass flow and pressure. Figure 16 shows a similar plot of 
electric intensity and charging current corresponding to the higher 
optimum magnetic field values plotted against y2• Note that in this 
case, relative to the graph shown, plotting against mass flow, pressure, 
or optimum magnetic intensity would distort the figure, This method 
of presentation will be further applied to computed data in Chapter 
V of this thesis. 
Secondary Electrode Measurements 
As indicated in Chapter II of this thesis, applied field values 
are 1:1uch throughout the measureme.nts that the drift component of 
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V ""' E ;x B D ..._. _2 (4.5) 
B 
In the experimental system, values of the magnetic intensity B are 
always such. that the minimum j v0/\\ I . rlil.tio for the electrons ;is of 
3 4 the order of 10 to 10 ·; i.e., it is predicted that the electron motion 
is essentially tn the direction perpendicular to the plane contain;i..ng 
E and B. Further, Equation 4.5 indicates that the magnitude of this 
velocity should be nearly independent of frequency. HQwever, these 
conditions do not apply tQ the ions. The e;xperiment;:al values of LU 
and Bare such as to indicate velocity directions and magnitudes which 
are, generally speaking, somewhat sensitive to variations in both 
~ 
B and w. 
In view of the ijbove considerations, it appeared that information 
of very pertinent character concerning the ion;i:z:ation processes could 
be found by sampling the drift velocity components. These cannot be 
II1easured direc;tly, of course, put it was reasoned that measuring the 
voltage buildup due to particle bombardment on electrodes placed in 
the direction of the drift velocity components should g!ve relative 
data. This was the purpose of the secondary electrodes as shown in 
the e:xploded view of the teflon cell in Figure 8. A pictorial diagram 
of the electrode and applied field configurations is shown in Figure 
17. The: secondary electrodes are of brass, appro:ximately 3/16-inch in 
diameter, and are threaded into the teflon body of the cell as far as 
is feasible without running the risk of elect;r:ic.ally shorting the 
primary electrodes. As recorded previously, the primary electrodes 
to which the rf voltage is applied are also of brass, aJ?pro;ximately 
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Figure 17. Cell Geometry. 
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measurements discussed below, the primary electrode spacing was 0.169 
inch. In Figure 17 this spacing between primary electrodes has been 
shown greatly exaggerated in order to be able to indicate the appro-
priate field and velocity directions. Actually, the diam(;!ter of the 
secondary electrodes is slightly greater than the spacing between 
primary electrodes. 
Since experimental data tak(;!n with two primary electrodes at 
7 MH had been the more extensively analyzed and discussed in previous 
z 
reports, this frequency was selected for the initial measurements taken 
with secondary electrodes in order to enable comparison with the 
results of the previous work. The experimental system was e~actly 
the same as t:hat shown in Figures 4 and 5, with the exception of the 
addition of equipment to view and measure the potentials developed 
on the secondary electrodes. The electrical connections ,;1re shown in 
Figure 18. Referring to Figure 17, note that the secondary electrode 
labeled "front" is located i9.dj acent to the hydrogen inlet whi.le the 
one labeled "back" is located adjacent to the hydrogen outlet. That 
is, the gas flow velocity is directed from the front toward the back 
secondary electrode. In Figure 18, two vacuum tube voltmeters are 
shown connected so as to measure the respective secondary elec;trode 
voltages with respect to ground, and a du,;11 trace oscilloscope is 
connected to enable one to view the nature of the voltages developed. 
Under the cpndition of optimum applied st:13-tic magnetic intensity with 
minim,;11 rf excitation, these voltages were always found to be as 
nearly pure de as could be ascertained from the traces displayed on 
the oscilloscope. Their essential character remained de at all other 
levels of rf excitation and values of B investigated, but when 
0 primary electrode volte e 11 
back front . ..__ _ __..._ 
r:f. power 
curren1t 
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Figure 18. Electrical Circuit Sh,J,wing Aq.ded Connections for 






conditions were such as to produce an observed flicker in the deioni-
zation glow, this would result in an apparently periodic trace of widely 
varying waveforms superimposed ·upon the de. The lev!=!l of this "fl:i.cker 
trace" was generally considerably lower than that of the de, its wave-
form never approached anything r,3motely similar to a sinusoid, and its 
period was always observed to be considerably greater than that of the 
applied rf frequency. 
The de potentials, as observed on the two vacuum-tube voltmeters, 
prove to be effect:lve indicators of the optimum magnetic field intensity. 
With the rf level held constant, the de voltages developed on the 
secondary electrodes peak quite sharply as the magnetic field is 
varied through its optimum value as indicated by observing the glow 
intensity. That is, as near as one can determine with the present 
experimental setup, the points of maximum deionization glow and the 
peak de levels developed on the secondary electrodes coincide. 
This data at 7 MH was taken in the manner of that reported 
z 
previously, with the addition of the secondary electrode measurements. 
A plot of the cell pressure versus the optimum magnetic intensity 
is shown in Figure 19. This plot follows the procedure established of 
idealizing this data to y1 and y2 lines. Figure 20 shows a plot of 
the de voltages measured with respect to ground on the secondary 
electrodes along the y1 line. The y1 line corresponds to the lower 
values of optimum B. As the cell is operated, the secondary electrodes 
blacken slightly on portions of their surfa.ces. Since this discolora-
tion requires some effort with metal polish to remove, it is believed 
to be the result of a slight oxidation rather than the deposit of 
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Figure 19. Cell Pressure Versus Optimum Magnetic Field with 
Idealiz·ation to the y_ and y? Lines for the 
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Figure 20. The DC Voltage Developed on the Seoonda:ry Electrodes 
Along the y1 Line 
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electrodes were cleaned vividly illustrates the effect. The de volt~ges 
developed on the secondary electrodes are greatly reduced by ~ny amount 
of discoloratioq, no matter how faint. Consequently, this data is 
impossible to repeat unless one insures that the secondary electrodes 
are always maintained in the same condition. This would appear to 
necessitate cleaning and polishing these electrodes prior to each 
measurement~ a procedure which the construction of the cell would not 
tolerate, For this reason, the data was taken by employing the scheme 
of alternately measuring successive points along the y1 and y2 lines 
so as to obtain comparative data. The plot of the voltages measured 
on the secondary electrodes along the y2 line is shown in Figure 21. 
rn Ch,apter II, as a res~lt of the analys:ls, it has been proposed 
that an electron collieion mechanism is primarily respoqsible for the 
ionization at lower values of optimum B, i.e., along the y1 line, and 
that an ato~ic ion, H+) collision mechanism is the principle mode of 
ionization at the higher optimum B values, i.e., along the Yz line. 
While this experiment cannot identify the ionization mechanisms, 
reference to Figures 20 and 21 does establish that ionizat:lon along 
the y1 line is a phenomenon which is distinctly different from that 
produced along the y2 line. The higher de voltages developed at the 
secondary electrqdes along the y1 line, as shown in Figure 20, would 
tend to indicate a mechanism associated with the more mobile particle:,, 
i.e., the electrons with their high q/m ratio, The higher pQtential 
developed at the back ele~trode can be explained by its location; it 
is adjacent to the hydrogen outlet. Hence, the gas fl.ow velocity 
would tend to direct the larger number of charged particles in its 
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Figure 21. The DC Voltages Developed on the Secondary 
Electrodes Along the y2 Line 
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potentials should be of opposite polarity, i,e., the potential 
developed on the front electrode positive and that on the back electrode 
negative with respect to ground everywhere along the y1 line •. Refer 
to Equatioµs 2.13 in Chapter II for the drift velocity. Along the y1 
line the angular fre~uency of gyration for the electron is many times 
greater than that of the applied rf, but the opposite is the case for 
the atomic and molecular ions so that v0 for the ions in the system 
is in the opposite direction to that for the electrons. A like 
condition exists for the perpendicular velocity components (again, 
see Equations 2.13 in Chapter II). That this effect may influence the 
situation with respect to the sign of t.he secondary electrode potentials, 
is substantiated by reference to Figure 21. Here, along the y2 line, 
the conditions described above still apply to the electrons and molecular 
ions, but the atomic ions undergo gyromagnetic resonance. Prior to 
resonance, their velocity components are directed opposite to those of 
the electrons, but after resonanc~ the directions are reversed. In 
Figure 21, we note that a potential reversal occurs on the front 
electrode and that the potentials remain opl'osite from that point on. 
This occurs in the vicinity of the predicted gyromagnetic resonance 
of the atomic hydrogen ions, 
rhe problem of contamination precluded the possibility of making 
extensive meaningful measurements with the secondary electrodes. 
However, their use in the measurements decribed above, coupled with 
periodic monitoring of the potentials develo{>ed on them as the 
experimental optimum magnetic intensity mapping progressed did aid in 
establishing a definite conclusion with respect to the minimum 
deionization glow condition. The basic experimental observation is 
53 
that with de;i.onization glow present in the cell, de potentials are 
developed on the secondary electrodes. This is true no matter how 
weak the glow intensity. However, in.the absence of any glow there 
was never any observable secondary electrode potentials irrespective 
of any other conditions. On the basis of these observations it was 
concluded that the presence of the glow is essential to establishing 
any substantial ordered motion of charge carriers. In these terms, 
the II1inimum glow condition desc:r!bed at· the beginning of thh section 
may be interpreted as the result of the minimum rf excitation which 
. will maintain ordered moti,on of carriers. All of the optimum magnetic 
intensity data presented in this paper was taken .under this condition. 
Effects of Variations in Primary Electrode Spacing 
An effort was made to .correlate the measurements made employing 
the teflon cell with those taken with the aluminum cell. The data 
was taken with di:f;fererit primary electrode spacings in the two cells, 
but with careful attention to insure that the.frequencies were the 
same. The electrode spacing for the aluminum cell was 0.002794 meters, 
and it was 0.00208 meters for the teflon cell, Refer to Figures 22 
and 25. We note that the y lines as determined for the two cells at 
a frequency of 7 MH fall at essen,tially the same place. Now, refor 
z 
to Figures 28 and 31. Here we note that the y1 lines fall in 
essentially the same pbce, but there is a substantial deviation in 
the slope of the y2 lines. Further~ note that they l;i.nes for the 
aluminum-bodied cell at 8 MHz have remained practically the same 
as at 7 MHz, In other words, only the y2 line for the teflon~bodied 
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Figure 22. A Plot of Cell Pressure Versus Optimum Magnetic 
Field for Hydrogen at 7 MH Showing Data 

























































Figure 23. Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and Electric 
Intensity Corresponding to the Lower Magnetic 
Intensity Values at 7 MH Shown Plotted 
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Figure 24. Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and Electric 
Intensity Corresponding to the Higher Magnetic 
Int~nsity Values at 7 MlH Shown Plotted 
Against the y2 Variable zfor the Aluminum !}::ll:L 
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:tngure 25. A Plot of Cell Pressure Versus Optimum Magnetic 
Field for Hydrogen at 7 M[l.fl! Showing Oata ObtaLned 
Employing the Teflon Cell z 
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Figure 26. Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and Electric 
Intensity Corre~ponding to the Lowe~ Magnetic 
Intensity Values at 7 MH Shown Plotted 
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Electricity Corresponding to the Higher 
Magnetic Intensity Values at 7 ~:IH Shown 




expect the field structure in the teflon-bodied cell to be more 
subject to change with frequency than that of the aluminum..,.bodied cell. 
This is 1:>ecause the teflon..,.bodied cell is of more "open" design, while 
the aluminum..,.bodied cell is care:t:ully shielded and incorporates a 
guard ring structure. On the basis of these observations it is 
concluded that these deviations are probably due to a small frequency 
difference in the two sources. It also became evident that larger 
variations with respect to frequency are to be expected in an "open" 
structure like the teflon-bodied cell. 
Refer to Figures 23, 24, 26 and 27. Note that at 7 MH the values 
z 
of applied voltage and charging current are essentially the same for 
the two cells despite the difference in electrode spacing. The 
applied electric intensity is calculated by dividing the applied 
voltage by the electrode spacing. Consequently it appears at quite 
different levels for the two cells. This would infer, on the basis 
of the previously pr~sented theory, that while all other things were 
nearly equal, the particle velocities in the teflon-bodied cell were 
m1,1ch larger than in the aluminum-bodied cell. This, of course, is 
At 8 MH 
z 
not reasonable. Now, refer to Figures 29, 30, 32 and 33. 
we noted above that the slopes of y2 lines were quite different for 
the two cells, and here we see that this evidently implies quite 
different applied voltage and charging current characteristics. 
Again, refer to the 7 MHz curves, Figures 22 through 27. The 
y line, applied voltage, and charging current'data for the two cells 
are essentially the same despite the fact that the elect+ode spacings 
were considerably different. Since the data is taken under conditions 
where the applied, voltage and current through the cell are 90 degrees 
6.0 
0 ~ 0 
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Figure 28. · A Plot of Cell Pressure Versus Optimum Magnetic 
Field for Hydrogen at 8 MR Showing Data Obtained 
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Figure 29. Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and EleGtric 
Intensity Corresponding to the Lower Magnettc 
Intensity Values at 8 MH Shown flatted Against 
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Figure 30. Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and Electric 
Intensity Corresponding to the Hight;1r Magnetic 
Values at 8 Ma Shown. Plc;,tted Against the Yz 
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Figure 31. A. Plot of Cell Pre.ssure Versus Optimum Magnetic 
Field for B:ydrogen at 8 MH Showing l)ata 
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Figure ,n. Applied Voltage, Charging CuJ;"rent, and Electric 
Jntensity Corresponding to the Lower Magnetic 
lntensity Values at 8 Mll Shown Plotted 
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F~gure 33, Applied Voltage, Charging Current, and 
~lectric Intensity Co~responding to the 
Higher Magnetic Intensity Values al;: 8 MH 
Shown Plotted Against the. y2 Variable fo~ 
the Teflon Cell 
Figure 34. A Pbotor,,raph Sho'-rin,g; the Teflon Cell Installed 
the E le ctroma !]net 
Fj gur e 35. A Photomacrograph Showing the Darkening :Jhich 
/'.ppeared on the Secondary Electrod e Surfaces 
(Actual Size is 3/16 Inch Diameter) Upon 
RPmnv~l frnm ~hP TPflnn -Rnrli Prl ~ell 
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Figure 36. A Photomacrograph Showing an Enlarged View of 
the Back Secondary Electrode Alone 
Figure 37. A Photomacrograph Showing the Deionizntion Glow 
as it Appears in the Cell Window 
68 
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out of. phase, so far as can be determined by the dual-trace oscilloscope, 
and hence we refer to this current as the charging current, ~he ratio. 
of appli.ed voltage to charging current represents the capacitative 
reactance of the cell. The indication from the 7 MH data is that this 
z 
. reactap.ce, and hE;mce the capacitance of the two cells, did not c);lang~ 
with electrode spacing. It is believe that this effect can only be 
explained in terms of a space-charge layer, or layers, lying in the 
region between the primary electrodes which tend to become thicker 
with increased electrode spacing. Velocity computations and the 
photomacrographs of Figures 36 and 37 tend to support this view. 
Velocity computations based upon the previously reported theory and 
the arplied electric intensity computation have consistently given 
lower kinetic energies than required to produce ionization by 
collision 1 This could be justified in terms of space charge. Figures 
36 and 37 suggei;;t the nature of such a space charge. Figure 36 is 
a photomacrograph of the face of the back electrode (3/16 inch diameter 
actual size) as it appeared upon removal from the teflon-bodied cell 
at the conclusion of the data taKing. This is the secondary electrode_ 
which is least disturbed by adjacent attachments to the cell. Note 
that the darkened portions of the surface, which indicate regions of 
particle bombardment, tend to describe two lines separated by a region 
in which no dar~ening occurred. This indicates layers of ordered 
particle activitr parallel and adjacent to the surfaces of the primary 
, 
electrodes and that these layers are separated by a central layer in 
which no such ordered activity occurs, It is believed that this central 
region represents the space-charge region. Figure 37 is a photomacro-
graph of the deionization glow as viewed through the cell window. 
70 · 
Much difficµlty was experienced in obtaining this photograph d~e to 
vibrations and mechanical restrictions; consequently, it l~aves much 
to be desired in clarity. However, note that the glow fades out to 
give two dark layers which are a fraction of a millimeter in thicknes~ 
at the surfaces of the primary electrodes. These dark layers 
correspond at least afproximately to the darkened lines showri on the 
surface of t;:he back secondary electrode in. Figure 36. 
Voltage and Current Traces at 2 MR 
z 
!n the previous paragraphs of this Chapter, much mention has 
been made of the fact that the applied voltage and current through the 
cell were. both Hnear and 90 degrees out of phase (so far as could be 
determined by the methods employed to measure) under the minimum 
glow condition where data was taken. However, this conditi,on did 
not ql\ite hold true at 2 MHz. An example of the phenomenon observed 
at this frequency is illustrated in Figures 38 and 39 •. Figure 38 
shows that voltage and current waveforms were linear and 90 degrees out 
of phase with no gas in the cell. Figure 39 shows the voltage and 
current waveforms with gas flowing into the cell at 20 std. cc/m and 
under the best minimum glow condition which could be obtaineq.. N(!)te 
that althoQgh the phase displacement appears to be essentially the 
same as before, a non~linearity has been introduced into the current 
. waveform. This condition tended to become slightly more prominant 
with i~creasing mass gl9w. All of the 2 MHz data presented in the 
following section was taken under the condition described above. 
However, this effect;: disappeared quite rapidly with increasing frequency. 
The data at 8 MH and above was taken under the prevtously described 
z 
conditions with current and voltage waveforms as illu~trated in 
Figure 11. 
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Figure 38. Voltage and Current Traces as 
Obs erved at 2 MH with no Gases 
in the Cell z 
Figure 39. Voltage and Current Trac~s as 
Observed at 2 MH ~ith a Mass 
z Flow of 20 std. cc/min Under 
the Condition of Bes t Obtain-
able Minimum Glow 
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CHAPTER V 
AN OP'.1:IMUM MAGNETIC INTENSITY MAPPING OF HYDROGE;N 
This chapter presents the optimum magnetic intensity mapping of 
hydrogen discussed in the preceding chapters of this thesis, The 
results of all measurements taken throughout the course of the study 
are given, listed by frequency, starting at 2 :M:H , in chronological 
z 
order, This approach adds considerable bulk to the thesis, however, 
after much thought was deemed essential in order to show as clearly 
I 
as possible the true nature of the measured phenomena and the 
E!xtent to which agreement was and was not :f;ound with the predictions 
of the analy$is. For example, reference to the 3.5 MH data contained 
z 
in Figures 44 through 46 give$ a comparison between the old teflon 
cell, with its relatively unshielded open structure and balanced 
feed geometry, and the fully shielded, coaxially fed aluminum cell 
with a guard ring structure. It is seen that there is relatively 
little difference between the results from the two cells at this low 
frequency, s0. long as the electrode spaci,ng is necirly the same; 
consequently one might assume a relative freedom from precise geometric 
considerations in the design of some device employing these results 
in this frequency region. 
also serves a like purpose. 
The extensive data presented for 7 MH 
z 
Comparing Figures 53 and 54 with 
Figure ~5, one notes a much more pronounced difference between the 
µa,t::a obtained from these two cells even though the electrode spacing 
73 
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is ne,arly the same. This would indicate the need for more care in 
the geometric design of devices operating in this frequency region. 
Also, the effect~ of varying the electrode spacing are more thoroughly 
. investigated at the 7 MH and 8 MH frequencies. And so the list 
z z 
continues.. Where the objective of a study is to determine the 
experimental bases of devices not yet conceived, one is quite helpless 
in deciding which data are superfluous. 
l;n obtaining the data presented in this cl:).apter the optimum 
magn<;!tic intensities were determined by exper:i,.mental observation, as 
discussed in Chapter IV, while holding the cell pressure at some 
constant value. After the optimum magnetic intensity was determined 
at minimum glow, this condition was held while the applied voltage 
and charging current measurements were made. This raw data was then 
processed on the laM 7040 digital computer as discussed in the Appendix. 
At the same time, computations of the charged particle velocities were 
made in accordance with the analysis of Cl:j.apt;:er II, Equations 2.13 
through 2.21. This computer program is given in Table l of the 
Appendix. All of the graphs shown in this chapter were drawn by a 
combination of the um 1620 digitaJ computer with disc storage and 
the Calcomp 565 automatic plotter with liquid ink conversion. It was 
found essential to use india ink in order to optain satisfactory 
phot9graphic reproduction. They-lines of the graphs shown in this 
chapter were all computed as a least squares fit to the appropriate 
sets of points by the IBM l620 as a portion of the plotting program. 
Slightly over 40 hours actual computer time was required in order to 
plot the graphs, This program is given in Table III of the Appendix. 
!he caption information listed on the graphs employs the following 
key: 
D - is the primary electrode spacing in meters. 
Aluminµm Cell - refers to the Aluminum Cell as shown in the shop 
drawing of Figure 10. 
Aluminum Cell No. 2 .. refers to the nearly identical ceU with 
secondary electrodes. 
Old Teflon Gell~ refers to the first model teflon-bodied cell 
with balanced-line fed primary electrodes. 
'l'eflon cen -. refers tQ the Teflon Cell as shown in Figures 8 
and 9. 
Old rf Sou1;ce,. refers tp t,:he E, F. Johnson Company Viking II 
amateur transmitter employed early in the stµdy. 
75 
Where no mention is made witq respect to the rf source, the combination 
of the technical Material Corporation Pal - lKW Linear Ampl;i.fier and 
Hewlett-Packard Company Model 606 A HF Signal Generator wa::. u;rnd. 
The greater credibility is to be given to data taken with either of 
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Figure 40c. Data taken June 27, 1966 at 
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Figure 41b. Data taken June 30, 1966 at 2 NH with the 
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Figure 42b. Data taken July 2, 1966 at 3 MH with the 
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Figure 43c. Data taken August 24, 1966 at 3 MH with the 
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Figure 47c. Data taken Au.gust 9, 1966 at 4 MH with th19 Aluminum 
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Figure 50b. Data taken June 29, 1966 at 5 MR with the 
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Data taken July 22, 1966 at 11 MH with the Aluminu~ 
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Figure 67b. Data taken July 22, 1966 at 11 MH with the 
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Figure 68a. Data taken August 11~ 1966 at 11 MHz with the 
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Figu;re · 72fi.. Data taken August 22, 1966 at 13 MH with the Alqminum 
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Figul;'.'e 74b. Data taken August 8, 1966 at 14 MH with the 
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Figure 74c. Data taken August 18, 1966 at 14 MH with the 
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Figure 74d. Data taken August 8~ 1966 at 
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Figure 75b. · Data taken August 15, 1966 at 14 MH with the 
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· Figure 76a. Data taken June 15, 1966 at 15 MH with the Aluminum 
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Figure 78a. Oata taken May 27, 1966 at 20 MH with the Aluminum 
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Figure 78c. Data taken. May 27" 1966 at 20 
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Figure 79 a •.. Data taken June 13, 1966 at 20 MH with the Aluminum · 
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Figure 79ci Data taken June 13, 1966 at 20 
MH with the Ahiminum Cell, 
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Figure 82a. D.ata taken June 10, 1966 at 25 MR with the Aluminum 
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Figure 84a. Data taken M;ay 30, 1966 at 30 MHz with the Aluµiinum 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
As illustrated in Figures 40 through 62, pages 76 through 184 
of the preceding chapter, the measured data up to approximately 9 MH 
z 
appears to fit the simple analysis presented in Chapter II to a 
reasonable degree. This is evidenced by the velocity plots, where it 
is seen that the electron velocity components Ve and Vpe are subs tan,. 
tially greater than the other components along the y1-line, while 
+ the VH components and/or the VH+ components are the larger along 
2 
the y2-line. A feature of these graphs which is not explained by 
· the theory is that the molecular ion, H2+, rather than the atomic 
ion, H+, is in the vicinity of gyromagnetic resonance along the 
y2dine at the J and 4 MH frequencies. The vicinity of gyromagnetic z 
resonance is indicated by a ~teep slope at high values on the velocity 
curve, e.g,, Figure 45 e,, page 99. The computer, of course, cannot 
compute, an infinity, so the facility :!;or truncating the poles in the 
velocity curves wa$ built into the program. Then, poles indi<rating 
gyromagnetic resonance appear as triangular spikes in the curves, 
such as VH+ in Figure 54 e .. , page 144. At 5 MH we see the indication 
z 
+ of a transition from H2+ to H in Figures 49 e. and 50 e., pages 119 
and 124. . + Here, the indication is that H2 is the higher velocity 
. particle a.t lower values of B and pressure wh;i..le H+ is the faster 
at higheJ; values of ~ .and pressure. 
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At 6 MH, this transition appears 
z 
to be complete~ since as indicated by Figures 51 e. and 52 e., pages 
129.and 134 respectively, H+ is the higher velocity particle. We 
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k\'lOW of no.reason why one should predict: that the gas wou!d behave in 
this manner. However, the above observations from the velocity plots 
does appear to cleat up what was previously thought to be a discrepancy 
in the theory. Assu~ing the v2-line to always be due to the H+ particle, 
one would predict on the basis of Equations 2.13, 2.18, and i.20 of 
Chapter I~ that they-lines should become increasingly farther apart 
with increasing excitation frequency. However, as Figures 40 a., 41 a., 
42 a,, •. , •• , 52 a., indicate, this is not the case, This may 
well be due to inability to distinguish between a y2-line brought 
. + . 
about by a H collision mechanism and a y3-line brought about by a 
H2+ collision mechaP,ism in this frequency region because of sensitivity 
· limitations in the measuring apparatus. On the other hand, it is 
equally possible that the· two collision mechanisms are so interm:i,ngled 
here that no clear cut distinction can be made. At any rate, a 
study of the velocity ~lots does appear tp explain why the Y·lines 
tend to become closer rather that ~arther apart ~ith increasing 
ftiequency. 
The effects of primary electrode spacing were discussed in 
Chapter !V and attributed to space charge, which hai,; been neglected 
in the theoi"y, One may view the effect up<;m tqe velocity computations 
well in the 7 WI p~ots, Fig4res 53 to 59, pages 135 to 1651, where 
z 
measurements were performed with a variety of electrode spacings. For 
spacings µp to about 4 millimeters, the gyromagnetic resonance of the 
1{ particle appears on the y2-line, as indicated by Figure 52 e,, 
page t34. Howeve;i:-, at spacings of approximately 6 millimeters the 
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electron is computed to be the faster particle on the Yz-line, as 
indicated by Figure 59 e., page 169.. Several e;efects not accounted 
for in the computations are poss;i.bly coming into play here. FiJ;st, 
the presence of a space charge would make the true value o~ electric 
intensity much different than the computed value used in the velocity 
ci;>mpul;ations .. Further~ it may be that the character of the space 
c;hai:-ge, such as stratifiq1tion, etc., changes with electrode ~pacing 
so that even relat;i.ve comparisons of velocity changes with electrode 
spacings cannot be made. Then, there is the question of the uniformity 
of the applied electric intensity. !ncreasing the electrode spacing 
will naturally affect the uniformity of the applied electric intensity 
in an adverse manner, but we have_ no way of determining to what 
degree and, in addition, no estimate as to what effects to expect with 
field. non-,,miformities. It; is prc;>blematicd as to whether this is a 
true indication of c;:hanges in the velocity patterns with change in 
electrocle i;pacing, o,;- merely a failure in the mathematical tllodel to 
take a sufficient number of variables into account. 
+ At 9 MHz we begin to again observe a transition between H and the 
electron along the y2-line, as indicated by Figures 63 e. and 64 e., 
pages 18~) and 194. Here, the 1l velocity is computed to be the 
larger for the lower values of Band pressure while the electron 
velocity is greater for larger vatues of B and pressure. Since this 
occurs at the. approximate 2'millimeters electrode spacing, we have 
· µ,ore faith in tl1e indication here than the similar effect at 7 ~ 
. z 
dif!cussed above. The 10 MH data, Figures 65 e. and 66 e., pages 199 
z 
and 204!11 s):lows this same characteristic along the y2-line. At 11 MH , z 
Figure1:1 67 a. to 68 g., pages 215 to 216& we begin to pick up a third 
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. y-line. This appears at the extreme limit of the magnet's cap$bility 
~nd, con~equently, was missed in taking the first set of data, so it 
does not appear in Figure 67. The pqints shown on the y3-line in 
Figure 68 a.are much in doubt due to the limitations of the piagnet 
and the slope of the line ~s to be taken as definitely in error. At 
12 MH~, Figures 69 a. to 70 g., pages 217 to 230, the y3-line is 
well established. The computed indication is that the electron velocity 
. . . + 
is larijer throughout these measurements with the H velocity being 
nearly as great on the·y3-line. This is somewhat diverse to what would 
be e;icpected in the way of charged particle velocities in terms of the 
theory. 
As the excitation frequency increases, we begin to lose y-lines 
within the range that data can be taken with the present system. At 
13 and 14 MH , Figu,;es 71 a. to 75 c., pages 231 to 249, we begin to 
z 
lose the y1-line. This is thougl;it to be due to the insensitivity 
of the magnet to small changes at very low values of supply current. 
At 15 MH, Figures 76 a. to 77 e,, pages 250 to 257, we tend to lose 
z 
both the \ apd y3 ;..lines. This trend continues for the remainder of 
the data, out to 30 ME: , and is thought to be due to limits in range 
z 
and control of the magnet at both the high and low extremes of its 
scale. The electron velocity is computed to be the larger throughout 
this range in excitation frequencies. An exception to this velocity 
pattern is foµnd in the data taken at 20 MH. The data taken at 
z 
approximately 3 millimeter electrode spacings, Figures 78 a. to 79 c,, 
pages 258 to 263, does follow the general pattern described above, 
but upon iq.creasing the spacing to about 6 millimeters, Figure 80J 
pages 264 and 266, the data appears to be in the form of a y1-line. 
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Note also that the electron velocity is substantially greater than 
that computed for the dat~ at the lesser electrode spacing which 
conforms to tq.e notion of a y1-.line. 
On the bas;i.s of the· observations discussed above, it h concluded 
. that the simple theory presented in Chapter II is more applicable to 
the lower excitation frequencies and lesser .primary electrode spacings. 
At frequencies up to about 9 MHz' the computation of applicable 
trequencies at gyration does give a reasonable indication of the optimum 
values of magnetic intensity. However, at the higher e~citation 
frequencies, 9 MH and above, the gyration frequencie1;1 cannot be 
z 
construed to give anything more than a coincidental indication of 
optimum magnetic intep.sity. !',.s d;i.sc;ussed in Chapter IV, ;it is believed 
that the neglection of any spac;e charge is the most serious defect 
in thl(i! theot'y. Effoi:-ts have been made to correct this defeat, but 
the theoretical proble~ appears to be most difficult ap.d experimental 
methods for probing the region between the primary electrodes, other 
tha:p. the rough secondary electrode measurements di;;;cussed in Chapter 
IV, are not feisible ·due to the restrictive dimension;;; of the cell 
geometry. It has been suggested that this discrepancy at the higher 
frequencies mi~ht be due to the excitation frequency becoming 
·. sufficiently close to the plasma frequency as to instigate another 
re1;1onance phenomenon. However, assuming that the degree of ionization 
-4 
.is of the order of 10 , a typical value for a slightly ionized ga1;1, 
o.ne estimatei;l an electron plasI!la frequency in the vicinity of 9 GHz 
and above for the pressures employed in 1;:his study. On the same 
bas;i.s, plasma frequen~ies for the positive ions H+, H2+, and H3+ are 
estimated to range from 100 to a few hundred MH. Since the degree of 
"" z· 
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ionization would have to be very much less than the above assumption 
in order to bring the plasma frequencies down to the vic;lnity of the 
excitation frequencies, it is considered unlikely that plasma frequency 
i plays an important part in thl;!se measurements. 
Despite the limitations in the theory it is believed to be 
sufficient, when taken in conjunction with the measured data, to be 
of much aid in the formative stages of conception of non-conventional 
energy sources. Such devices would naturally employ their own peculiar 
electrode and field structures which could deviate considerably from 
the geometry of the ionization cells employed in this study, For 
this reason, it is recommended with one possible exception that further 
studies of this pature of the ionization properties of hydrogen should 
follow rather than precede the conception of such an appli~ation. In 
this way, the more detailed theory and data could ~e closely tied to 
the application. The complexities of the ionization processes are such 
as to lead one to believe that this would generally be found essential 
to success. The exception to this recommendation is as follows: 
It might be found profitable to conduct an experiment'9-l study in the 
microwave region o:e excitation frequencies where one could feasibly 
create a "super-resonant" condition with the excitation, gyration, 
and plasma frequencies all being the same. The argument against 
this proposal ii;; that microwave power is more difficult and extremely 
expensive to generate, consequently it is difficult to see any appli-
cation of such a study to the field of energy conversion. 
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The velocity computations and all plotting of the Optimum Magnetic 
Intensity Mapping displayed in Chapter V was accomplished by means 
of digital computers. The raw data was first processed by the IBM 
7040 to obtain listings of optimum magnetic intendty, pressure, 
applied voltage and electric intensity, charging current and the 
various charged particle velocities. This program is very much 
routine, based on Equations 2.13 through 2. 25 of Chapter IL The 
principal problems experienced were in prograIIlil)ing the magnet calibra-
tion and the correction of vacuum gauge readings to true pressure for 
hydrogen. Polynomii;il curve fitting techn;i.ques were employed to program 
the magnet calibration, using the library programs available, The 
reeiults ol?tained in fitting the calibration curve for a 8.5 cm gap 
are shown in Figure 86. Referring to Figure 87, it is seen that the 
fifth power polynomial gives the closer f~t to the measured calibration 
curve over the entire range of interest. Greater and lesser powers 
give greater deviations from the measured curve, so the fifth power 
was used in writing the computer program. However, the polynomial 
curve fitti11g techniquea failed to suffice for the correction of 
vacuum gauge readings .. finally, it was discovered that the pressure 
correction nomogram supplied with the instrument plotted as essentially 
straight lines on a log-log graph. Then, writing the logarithmic 
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equations o~ the straight lines and programming these into the computer 
resulted in the degree of fit indicated in Figure 87. Undoubtedly, 
additiona~ effort using the computer could increase the degree of fit 
q! the magnet calibration and pressure correction curves over that shown 
in Figures 86 and 87, but the accuracy of the ell'.perimental. data was not 
considered sufficient tc;> justify this effort. 
The com~lete computer program for p;rocessing the raw data is 
given on the five sheets of Table I. A sample readout of an output 
from this program is shown in Table ~I. The first block of entries 
in Table II, starting with the third card, is the input data to the 
program. This is in the following order; excitation frequency in 
MH, primary electrode spacing in meters, resistance of the rf lc;>ad z . 
(current sampling resistance) in ohms, the control .number 0,0, the 
number of data points, and the number 0. The following card lists the 
.B6 for the 5th power polynomial fit of 
the magnet calibration. Its fc;>rlllat is 6Fl0.0. l'he fifth card in 
this lis~ing contains the powerrs and coefficients for the pressµre 
correction. The format is 4FUL 0 and the numbers read in are p(J, 
Pl(>, Ct'> and Clf), where for P d < 10 mm .Hg, 
rea 
pcorrected = (l.O/C0)*(Pread)**(l.O/P0). 
For PrE;iad > 10 mm Hg, the form of the equation remains the same, but 
the coefficients Cl0 and P10 are used in place of C0 and P0. The 
remaining cards list the da.ta taken during the operation of the 
ionization cell. The format is 6F10.0 and the values read in are; 
magnet current in amperes, the pressure read on gauge tube no, 4 (see 
. . 
Figure 4) in inm Hg, the p1;essure on gauge tube no. 3 in mm Hg, mass 
TABLE I 
IBM 7040 PROGRAM FQR PROCESSING THE RAW DATA 
110 A-0001 C CHEN 
. SJOS. C CHEN 
SIBJOB DKNAME NODEC.K 
SIBFTC DKNAME NODECK 
3 DO 63.0 N=l ,2 
4 READfS,220) F,D,R,G,M,K 
5 READf5,2211 Bl,02,B3,B4,65,B6 



















































GO TO 25 
XXlC= cc1.01c10,*XXll**Z 
IFCXX2-10.0I 26, 26, 28 
XX2C= CCJ.O/COl*XX2J**Y 






WGE= ( 17e6* ( 10•**4 l*B I 



















VHZTO= SQRT(CVDH2**21 + (VlH2**211 
ENEH2= e5*CVH2T0**2l*2.3466/(l0e0**27) 
J=K 








1 70 ·AI I , 71 =F 
A<J,8>=B 
A<l,9>=ENEE 
A< I ,lOl=VETOT 
Alltll>=VlE 
A I I , 121 =VOE 
.175 · IFIAB-1<2.0*B)/IW**2111 180,180,190 
180 A<I,131=G 
A I I, 141 =F 
A I I , 1 r; I =B 
Alt,l61=WGH1 
.A I t , 1 7 I = AM t S 
A It, 18 I =G 



















Al I ,lfl·l=VDHl 
TFICR-IAl2.Dl*ll.O/W**211 200,200,210 






GO TO 215 




A I I ,?'3 I =VlH2 
AII,?41=VDH2 
TFIK.NF.MJ ~OTO 7 
l=O 
l=T+l 
DO 298 J=l,3 
MV= 5+ 16*..) I 
MYES= 6+16*JI 

































GO TO 298 
AC I.,L> = ANGLE 
CONTINUE 




WR ITF. C7, 380 l 







IFIACl,41.GTeACL,411 GO TO 600 













· IFCACl,4).r,T.ACL,411 GO TO 610 












IFCACK,13J~EQ.GI GO TO 52~ 
WR I TE I 7 , 3 0 5 I A C K , 4 I , A C K , 1 6 I , A I K , 2 6 l , A I K , 1 71 , A I K , 18 ) , A ( K , 15 I 
IFCACK,41.GT.ACL,411 GO TO 615 
TFCL~EOeKI GO TO 535 
tFrL.NF.Ml GO TO 505 
K=L 
c;n To •no 
.WRJTEt7,3401 ACK,4J,A(Ktl4)tACK,151,ACK,·16JtACK,17J 
























JFIL.EQ.K1 GO TO 535 
l~ILeNEeMI riO TO 505 
K=L 
riO TO 510 












IF(AIK,19).FQ.GI GO TO 585 
WRITE17,3051 AIK,41,A!K,221,AIK,271,AIK,231,AIK,24),AIK,211 
IFCAIK,4l~GT,ACL,411 GO TO 620 
IFCL,FO,K) GO to 630 
I~IL,NF,MI GO TO 565 
K=L 
GO TO 570 
WRITEC7,3401 ACK,4l,ACK,201tAIK,il>,ACK,22),ACK,2~) 
IFIAIK,41,GT.AlL,41) GO TO 620 
TFIL,FO,Kl GO TO 630 
IFIL,NE,M> GO TO 565 
K=L 
GO TO 570 
GO TO 565 
WRI TEC7,381 I 
WRITE17,335) 
GO TO 426 
WRITEl7,38l> 
WRITE; (7, 320 I 
GO TO 461 
WRtTEl7,381 I 
WRITE17,3201 
GO TO 516 
WRITE<7,381) 
WRITF17,3201 
GO TO ':176 
CONTINUE 
CALL, FX IT 















FORMAT (lQX 37H VELOCITY AND ENERGY COMPUTATIONS FOR/) 
FORMAT C31X 9H HYDR6GEN /l . 
FORMAT(23X 2,H CALCULATIONS FOR ELECTRON///) 
FORMAT(23X 28H CALCULATIONS FOR ATOMIC ION///) 
FORMAT(21X 31H CALCULATIONS FOR MOLECULAR ION ///l 
FORMAT 12X 2H P,6X 8H V TOTAL,5X 6H ANGLE,5X SH V PERP,, 
25X 8H V DRIFT,6X 7H ENERGY) 
'325 FORMAT I 25X 22H EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR/) 
1'35 FORMAT(7X 9H PRESSURE,2X lOH MASS FLOW,5X ZH .8,13X 2H E, 







FORMATC28X F6,3,11H MEGACYCLES/) 
FORMAT(28X F6,'3,11H MEGACYCLES///) 
FORMATC23X 17H GAMMA-ONE VALUES/) 





















SAMPLE READOUT OF OUTPUT FROM RAW DATA !'ROCESSING ~ROORAM 
1 10 4 
DATA T~KEN JULY 9 • 1966 AL CELL R•52e0 OHM$ O•e002794 METERS 
.002794 . ,2.0 o.o 14 0 
.00000034 -.0000492i.00134888 ·11554310 .06476900 
a.35 le48 .0000213 
2.4 1.55 10.0 
4.1 2.5 20.0 
,.1 ,.s 30.0 
a.5 4~6 40.0 
,.o s.o so.o 
20.0 1.0 10.0 
33.0 10.0 100.0 
57.0 11.0 150.0 
83.0 24.0 200.0 
150,0 43e0 300e0 
2.4 · 1.s5 10.0 
4,1 2.5 20.0 
6el 3.5 30•0 
































PRESSURE MASS FLOW B E 
t.25 10.00 Oe860 92386.54 
1.89 20.00 0.733 89855.40 
2.ss 30.00 0,733 88589.83 
3.26 40,00 0.133 87324.27 
3,44 so.oo 0,733 87324.27 
4.25 10.00 0,758 87324.27 
4e98 100.00 0.158 89855.4.0 
5.33 150,00 0.111 89855.40 
5e56 200.00 0,822 91120,97 
s.91 300,00 0,822 93652,11 
GAMMA-TWO VALUES 
PRESSURE MASS FLOW B E 
1.2s 10.00 2,874 67075,16 
1.a9 20.00 3,692 75934,14 
2.ss 30.00 4,565 80996,42 


















































































. 681325 .1 
. 463089.5 
6e000 MEGACYCLES 



















































VELOCITY AND ENERGY COMPUTATIONS FOR 
HYDROGEN 
6.0oo MEGACYCLES 






















































































VELOCITY ANO ENERGY COMPUTATIONS FOR 
HYDROGEN 
6e000 MEGACYCLES 
CALCULATIONS FOR MOLECULAR ION 
GAMMA-ONE VALUES 
p V TOTAL ANGLE V PERP. V DRIFT ENERGY 
1.2, 120729.6 4.602 -120001.1 -13242.3 o.17102E-l6 
le89 116842.0 4e619 -116328.2 -10945.5 0.16018E-16 
2.55 115196.3 4.619 -114689.7 -10791.3 Oe1S570E-16 
3e26 113550. 7 4·619 -113051.3 -10637.2 0.15128E-16 
3e44 113550. 7 4e6l9 -113051.3 -10637.2 Oel5128E-16 
4e25 113655.6 4e615 -113121.0 -11010.3 Oel5156E-16 
4e98 116949.9 4e615 -116399.9 -.11329.5 Oel6048E-16 
5.33 117005 .4 4e6l4 -116436.7 -11522.0 0.16063E-16 
5e56 118888.6 4.607 -118232.9 -12468.7 Oel6584E-16 
5.97 122191.Q 4e607 -121517.2 -12815.l 0.17518E-16 
GAMMA-TWO VALUES 
p V TOTAL ANGLE V PERP. V DRIFT ENERGY 
1.25 10593().5 4.359 -99386.6 · -36654.9 0.13166E-16 
le89 138407.6 4.270 -125081.3 -59256.5 0.22477E-16 
2.55 181932.9 4.182 -156977.9 -91964.6 Oe38836E-16 
3.24 213927.8 4.151 -181048.l -113959.0 Oe53696E-16 
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:flow i,.n std. cc/miri., peak to peak value of the waveform across the 
current sampling resistance in volts, and the peak to peak value of 
the appli,ed voltage· in volts. The separation into y.-line values is 
accomplished by the arrangement of; these data cards. l'hey should 
1:egin with the low magnet current and low mass flow readings and progress 
through the highest mass flow readings before introducing the upper 
111agnet current va~ues. The program employs a DO loop to dlow the 
· running of any number of data sets at one time. This is controlled 
by appropriately indexing in statement no. 3 of the program. 
The output from the raw data processing program is divided into 
four parts, as shown in Table II. The f:j.rst part groups the processed 
experimental data in accordance wi,.th the Y·Unes. Cdl pressure is 
listed in mm Hg, mass flow in std, cc/min., optimum magnetic intensity 
B in kilogauss, applied electric intensity E in volts per meter and 
charging current in milliamperes. The optimum magnetic intensity 
and applied electric intensity values are appropriately substituted 
into equations U through 25 of Chapter II to order to compute the 
charged particle velocities shown in the remaining parts of Table JI. 
These following thre~ parts group the velocity computations for the 
electron, the atomic ion, and the molecular ion respectively in 
accordance with the y-lines. The velocities are listed in meters per 
second and minus signs are used to indicate that the direction of 
a particular velocity component is opposite to that of; the same 
component for an electron. The angle of total veloc:j.ty is measured 
in radians with respect to the electron drift velocity component, 
VD , and energies computed on the basis of \mv;2 are listed in· :Newton-
e 
meters. The discovery, discussed in Chapter IV, that the applied 
voltage tenAS to a constant independent of the electrode spacing 
largely destroys any significance that this later computation may 
have haq otherwise and consequently, it was ignored in plotting the 
data. 
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All of the gra,phs shown in Chapter V were drawn by a combination 
of the IBM 1620 digital computer with disc storage and the Calcomp 
565 automatic plotter with liquid ink conversion. The liquid ink 
conversion proved to be essential in order to obtain satisfactory 
photographic reproduction. The program for making the data plots is 
given in the eigqt sheets of Table III and consists of five linked 
sub-programs which were stored on the disc. The total output from 
the IBM 7040 raw data processing program, as ~hown in Table II, for 
example, constit~tes the input data to this program. The essential 
steps written into the program of Table III are as follows: (1) read 
in the data, (2) plot cell pressure versus optimum magnetic intensity 
and then compute least squares fits to these points so as to form the 
y .. iines, C3) sea.le off the y-lines to form the abscissa of the 
following graphs, (4) plot applied voltage, electric intensity, and 
charging current as a function of the appropriate y ... variable, (5) 
scale the computed velpcity components logarithmically and plot as a 
function of the appropriate Y-variable. 
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TABLE III 
IBM 1620 PROGaAM FOR LEAST-SQU~S FITTING THE 
. ,. ' 
Y-LINES AND DATA PLOTTING 
3400032007013660032007024902402511963611300102 ZZJOB .· .. . 
ZZFOR 





READ 102, DUMMY,DUMYY,DUYYY,DYYYY,YYYYYtDDDDD,DUDUD,UUUUU 
~RI~T 102, DUM~Y,DUMYY,DUYYY,DYYYY,YYYYY,DDDDD,OUDUD,UUUUU 
DEFINE DISK 110,70) . . 
FIND (lNDEX> 
DO 2 I= 1,3 
2 READ 102, DUMMY 
· INDU >= INDEX 
RECORD (INDEX) Nl,N2 
··1NDl2)= INDEX 
C READ AND RECORD VOLTAGES 
00 10 I=l,Nl 
10 READ 106, A<I>. 
RECORD (INDEX> CA<I>,I= 1,Nll 
. IF <N2> 16,16,12 
12 DO 14 I= l,N2 
14 READ 106, A(I) 
I~D(3l= INDEX 
RECORD (JNOEX> (AIIJ. I=:= 1, N2> 
16 INDl41= INDEX 
DO 18 I =h 11 
18 READ 102, DUMMY 
C READ AND RECORD PRESSURE MASS FLOW B E tURRENT 
DO 20 I= 1, . N 1 
20 READ 109, Al I I ,Bl I 1,((.ll ,DI J >,EC I l 
RECORD IINDEXI (A(Il,Bfll,C1I!,DCil,Elll,J:l,Nll 
If=' rn2> 30,30,21 
21 DO 22 I= h4 
DO 22 I: 1,4 
22 READ 102, DUMMY 
24 INDl5>= INDEX 
DO 26 T=l,N:? 
26 RFAD 109, A(Il,B<Il,C(Il,D(Il,E(Il .. 
RECORD !INDEX) CA(Il,B(J),Clll,D(Jl,Elll,I=l•N2l 
30 DO 50 M=l,3 
MM:;: 2*M+4 
TNDIMMI= INDEX 
DO 31 I= 1, 13 
~l READ 102, DUMMY 
DO 32 I= l ,N 1 
,2 READ 112, Alll~Bll),CIIl,DIIl,EIIl 
RECORD (INDEXI .. IAIIl,B(Ll,Clll,DCI),Efll,I=l,Nll 
IF IN2l 50,50,33 . 
33 DO 34 I= l,4 
DO 34 I=l,4 
34 READ 102, DUMMY 
36 MM= 2*M+5 
IND(MMJ= INDEX 
DO 38 I= 1,N2 
III (C0ntinued) 
38 READ 112• A(Il,BIIJ,C(I),D<Il,E<II 
RECORD ( INDEX> IA( J l ,B(J l ,Cl I I ,DI J l ,E;I J l ,I=l ,N21 




109 FORMAT 14X,Fl0.2,Fl2.2,Fl2e3,FlS.2,Fl0,21 







*~DtSKPROG2 . . 
OD I MENS ION. I ND ( 11 >,AC 15 > ,BC 15 > ,C C 15 > ,D (15 > ,E ( 15 > .,GXXC 2 > ,HXX C 2 >, 
1DJSTOC15>,DISTT(l51 . . . . 
COMMON Nl,N21IND,GXX,HXX1DISTO,DISTT 
DEFINE D1SK Cl0,70) 
. FINDnND·( 1) > 
CALL PLOT. c201,o.o,1.o,1.,o,1.o,o.o,1.o,1,o,1,o, 
M= l 
J= Nl 





50 INDF.= INDC4> 
GO TO 70 
60 INDE= IND(.5) 
70 FETCH( INDE> CA( I) ,BC I> ,CC I> ,DC I> ,EC I> 1hl1J) 
DO 22 I =1,J 
CALL PLOT (O,C1t>,ACt>> 
PUNCH TAPE 82 
82 FORMAT ( 23M96601 l l 13333.55557777922) 
PS= PS+A(I> 
BS= BS+CC I> 
·pa,.;PO+A(l>**2• 
22 PR= Pa+ACl)*C(I) 
AN=J 





IF iBEN0-7.0> 31,31,30 
30 BENO= 7.0 
PF.ND= (7.0-HI/G 
,1 CALL PLOT CO,H,O.O) 
CALL PLOT 19,BFND,PEND> 
GXXIM>= G 
HXXIM>= H 
GO TO (40,421,M 
~O IF(N2~21 42~41,41 
41 M= 2 
J= N2 
GO TO 20 
42 CALL PLOT (99) 














H= HXX(M) . 
ABC= 1.0+ G**2• 
RV= leO/SORTF(AB~) 
RH= G*RV 
CALL PLOT (201,0e0,7.0,7.Q,7.0,0eOtT•Ot7•0t7e0t 
IF IM-1) 50,50,60 
50 INDE= INOC4). 
GO TO 70 
60 INDE= TNOC5) 
70 FETCHCINDE>CACI>,B(Il,Cll>,OU),ECI>,I=l,J) 
DO 20 I= 1,J 
BB= CG*IG*H~AfI)t+C(l))/ABC 
PP=CG*CG*ACl)+H-CCI)))/ABC 
. DISTN= SQRTFC (CC I >-BB)**2.+(AC I )-PP)**2;). 
PPROJ= DISTN*RV 
BPROJ~ DISTN*RH+H .. 
CALL PLOT (90,BPROJ•PPROJ~ 
PUNCH TAPE 82 
82 FORMAT ClQH0337777339) 
IFIM-1) 51,51,6~ 
51 DJSTO(J)= OJSTN 
GO T.O 20 
61 DISTT(Jl= DISTN 
20 CONTINUE . 
GO TO ( 21 ; 23 ) , M 
21 IF IN2~2t 23,22,22 
22 M= 2 
J= N2 
GO TO 12 
23 CALL PLOT (7) 
PRINT. 102 











DEFINE DISK 110,701 
CALL PLOT c201,o.o,12.o,12.o,12.o,o.o,7.o,1.o,1.o> 




70 FETCH IINDEl(AIIl,BIIl,CIIl,DCil,EII),I=l,J) 
C SCALE THE DATA AND PLOT 
DO 1 I=l,.) 
IF IDIIl-80000.0l lt1,2 
1 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
2 DO 3 I =l ,J 
3 DCI>= D(J.)-40000.0 
PRINT 103 
4 DO 5 I= l,J 
I F I E I I l -8 0 • 0 l 5 , 5 , 6 . 
5 CONTI.NUE 
GO TO 8 
6 DO 7 I= l,J 
7 EIIl=Elll-40.0 
PRINT 104. 
8 l F ( M-1 l 51 , 5 1 , 61 
51 DO 10 I=l,J 
10 AIIl=DJSTOIIl 
GO TO 71 
6 1 DO 12 1 = 1 , J 
12 Alli: DJSTT!Il 
71 DO 14 I=l,J 
DI I l=DI.Jl/10000,. 
CALL PLOT 10,DCI),A!Ill 
PUNCH TAPE 84 
84 FORMAT(44H966660llllllll3333333355555~5577777777922220l. 
14 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT I 99 l 
DO 16 I= l • J 
El I l=EI I> /10. 
CALL PLOT 10,E(Il,All)l 
PUNCH TAPE 85 
85 FORMAT (36H977701111~434344346766767611111933301 
16 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (991 
C READ IN DATA OF VOLTAGE FOR GAMA ONE OR TWO 
IF IM-ll 52,52,62 
52 lNDE= INDl2) 
GO TO 72 
c 
Il;I (Continued) 
62 lNDE= lNDC3J 
72 FETCH (JNDEJ (A(JJ,I=l,~J 
SCALE THE DATA ANO PLOT 
DO 91 I= l ,J 
IF CA(JJ-800eOJ 91,91,92 
91 CONTINUE 
.. GO TO 9 
92 DO 93 I= l,J 
93 A(IJ =ACl)-400.0 
PRINT 105 
103 FORMAT (12HE SHIFTED 40 > 
104 FORMAT ll~HCURRFNT SHJFTED"401 
105 FORMAT(lBHVOLTAGE SHIFTED'401 
9 TF IM-11 53,53,63 
53 DO 20 1=1,J 
20 BCII= DISTOCII 
GO TO 73 
63 00·22 I= 1,.) 
22 alil= DISTT.111 
73 DO 24 1=1,J 
A I I I= A I I I / l 00. 
CALL PLOT 10,ACI>,B<III 
PUNCH TAPE 87 · 
87 FOR~AT C42H977777012123233434545S656767787818193333301 
24 CONTINUE. 
CALL PLOT (7) 
PRINT 102 
102 FORMATC20HNEW PAPER THEN START> 
PAUSE 
IF IN2~2) 36,32~32 
32 IF(M-1) 34,3~,36 
34 M= 2 
J= N2 
CALL PLOT 1201,o~o,12.0,12.0,12.0,o.o,7.o,7.o,7.0) 
INOE::= INDl51 
GO TO 70 







OD I MENS I ON I ND I 11 l , A< 15 I , 8 I 15 I , CI 15 I t DI 15 l , EI 15 I t GXX ( 2 l ,HXX I 2 l , 
1DISTO(l51,DISTTl151 





9 CALL PLOT 1201,o.o,12.2,a.23,12.2,o.o,1.o,4~3a5,7,01 
PRINT 200 
200 FORMATIBHBLUE PEN) 
10 INDE= IND(MMI 
FETCH IINDEl IA(Il,Blll,CIIl,Dlll,EIIl,l=l,Jl 
PAUSE 
CALL PLOT (991 
DO 20 t= l,J 
AIII= ABSF(Allll 
A(J):: AII)/10.0 
JF IAITl-1.0l 20,60,60 
60 Al I l= LOGFIA{ I I l 
CALL PLOT 10,A(JJ,DISTO(Ill 
PUNCH TAPE 150 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT 1991 
DO 22 I= 1, J 
C( I I= ABSFICI I l I 
Clll= CIIJ/H).O 
JF(((tl-1.0J 22,62,62 
62 Cl I l= LOGFIC( I l I 
CALL PLOT <O,C(ll,DISTOlll) 
PUNCH TAPE 151 
22 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (99) 
DO 24 I:: 1,J 
DI I I= ABSF (DI I I I 
DIIl= DIIl/10.0 
IF ID!Jl-1.0l 24,64,64 
64 DC I l:: l.,OGF ID I I l l 
CALL PLOT I O,D I I hOISTO.( I I I 
PUNCH TAPE 152 
24 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (99) 
GO TO 141,42,43,44,451,M 
41 PRINT 201 
201 FORMATC9HBLACK PEN) 
M= 2 
MM= 8 
GO TO 10 
42 PRINT 202 
202 FORMAT 17HRED PEN) 
M= 3 
MM= 10 
GO TO 10 
43 IFCN2-2l 8888~50,50 
III (Continued) 
50 IF CMM-lll 55,8888,8888 
55 M= 4 
MM= 7 
CALL PLOT (7) 
PRINT 10~ 
102 FORMAT(20HN~W PAPER THEN START) 
PAUSI: 
J= N2 
DO 30 I= l, J 
3U DISTO(ll= DISTT(Il 
GO TO 9 
44 M= 5 
MM;: 9 
PRINT 201 
GO TO 10 
45 MM= 11 
PRINT 202 
M=,, 3 




8888 CALL PLOT (7) 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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